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30 Years of Digital Education and Professional Development throughout Wales
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A school, business, and community outreach programme, based at 

Swansea University but with a hub in every University in Wales
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Where is Wales?
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Technocamps in Numbers
Since 2011, we have engaged with

• 70,000 young people

• 9%  of  5- to 24-year-olds

• in 3000 workshops

• in and from 500 schools.

Recorded engagement is direct,

small-group, and lengthy.

Our main target is the uninitiated.

• 43% of our participants are girls.

• Girls are 25% more likely than 

boys to return for more voluntary 

activity.

The 8 Universities (Technocamps Hubs) in Wales



The Problem with Wales  (Why Technocamps is Needed)

• There are 3 million people in Wales, spread out over an area literally the size of Wales.

• In comparison,

• London: 60 x density (300% of the population in 5% of the area).

• Birmingham: 27 x density (40% of the population in 1.5% of the area).

• “Regions of England other than London and the Northwest are 

proportionally very undersupplied for the number of young people living 

there.” [NESTA 2015]

• Wales has a rugged geography and few fast roads.

• Secondary Schools have an average catchment area of 100 sq km.

• Schools / teachers are isolated, in terms of geography and, thus, subject support.

• Only 25% of Computing / ICT teachers have a qualification in Computing / ICT.

• 30% of the Schools are Welsh medium and lack Welsh-medium computing resources.



Problems in Digital Education Get Worse!  (At least in England)

• ICT dropped from English schools as “not fit for purpose”.

• Computing is now the only digital subject taught in 

schools.

• Numbers studying a digital subject dropping.

• Schools are ranked on results.

• Good results on ICT replaced by bad results in 

Computing.

• 8.2% of schools have now dropped Computing/ICT.

• 19% of all-girl schools have dropped Computing/ICT.

• Technocamps introduced a Digital Competence 

Framework (DCF) which is mandatory for all years and all 

subjects in Wales.

• Technocamps introduced Digital Technology as a new 

subject for 14-18-year-olds in Wales, and is providing 

resources and teacher training to teach this (alongside 

similar support for teachers teaching Computing). 



Could your nation / region / city use a ?


